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Abstract— Cloud applications are deployed in remote data centers (DCs) where high capacity servers and storage
systems are located. A fast growth of demand for cloud based services results into establishment of enormous data
centers consuming high amount of electrical power. Energy efficient model is required for complete infrastructure to
reduce functional costs while maintaining vital Quality of Service (QoS). Furthermore, most algorithms schedule
tasks according to their average-case execution times and do not consider task execution times with probability
distributions in the real-world. In realizing this, we study the problem of scheduling a bag-of-tasks application, made
of a collection of independent stochastic tasks with normal distributions of task execution times, on platform with
deadline and energy consumption budget constraints Energy optimization can be achieved by combining resources as
per the current utilization, efficient virtual network topologies and status of computing hardware and nodes. So we
implement the EARH system to implement the rolling-horizon optimization to efficiently guarantee the schedulability
of real-time tasks and at the same time striving to save energy by dynamic VMs consolidation..
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is the delivery of computing as a service rather than a product, whereby shared resources,
software, and information are provided to computers and other devices as a utility (like the electricity grid) over a
network(typically the Internet).Cloud computing relies on sharing of resources to achieve coherence and economies of
scale, similar to a utility (like the electricity grid) over a network. At the foundation of cloud computing is the broader
concept of converged infrastructure and shared services. Cloud computing plays a major role In order to share the data
and one of the important technology in the cloud computing is virtualization. Mainly it is used to maintain the collection
IT resources which are used by the cloud providers [1]. The main aim of the virtualization is ability to run the multiple
operating systems on a single machine buy sharing all the resources that belong to the hard ware.
In this paper our main goal is to provide the basic knowledge about the virtualization technology in cloud
computing and how it acts in the cloud computing environment Fig 1. Virtualization plays a major role in the cloud
computing technology, normally in the cloud computing, users share the data present in the clouds like application etc,
but with virtualization users shares the Infrastructure [1]. The main usage Virtualization Technology is ,Normally cloud
providers provide the applications with the standard versions to their cloud users, for suppose if the next version of that
application is released, then cloud provider has to provide the latest version to their cloud users and practically it is
possible but it is more cost expensive. To overcome this problem we virtualization technology, Buy using virtualization,
all severs and the software application which are required by other cloud providers are maintained by the third party
people and the cloud providers has to pay the money on monthly or annual basis Mainly Virtualization means, fig.1
running multiple operating systems on a single machine but sharing all the hard ware resources [2][3]. It is a virtual
version of a device or resource, such as server, storage device, network or even an operating system where the framework
divides the resource into one or more execution environment.

Fig. 1 Virtualization Model
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Our contribution is summarized as follows:
We develop a energy efficient scheduling strategy for real time tasks running on cloud. We implement the
EARH system to implement the rolling-horizon optimization for VM task creation, migration and adjustment finally we
conducted evolution criteria to guarantee Ratio, Total Energy Consumption (TEC), Energy Consumption per Task (ECT)
and Resource Utilization (RU).
A. Cloud Applications
Enterprise businesses are moving beyond server virtualization and VMs to embrace cloud-computing
environments Fig.2. The solution stack for these enterprise cloud-computing environments often includes infrastructure
as a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and software as a service (SaaS). [Fig. 2]

Fig. 2 Cloud Applications
These ―X as a service,‖ on-demand models require flexibility and the need for immediate growth. So, enterprises often
build private clouds on virtualization and large L2 domains to allow live migration of VMs across as large a domain as
possible. Cloud models, especially in service provider environments, also require a multi-tenancy infrastructure to
provide separate and secure services to many customers simultaneously.
Some public cloud applications and service provider environments use cluster-like architectures, with massively
parallel workload and data distribution characteristics [10]. Common cluster applications include data aggregation and
―big data‖ analytics applications like Hadoop, Needlebase, Platform Computing Symphony software, or Vertica
software. As a request comes in, a task scheduler spawns multiple jobs to multiple servers—causing a flurry of network
traffic that does not go up to the network core but out to peer servers. Social networking sites use services like me cache
for distributing memory objects to alleviate database load and speed up performance. Applications like Swift and
services like Amazon’s Simple Storage Service (S3) distribute storage across multiple nodes. Distributing storage,
distributing databases across multiple servers, sending requests to multiple servers, and accumulating the responses are
all E/W traffic intensive [2].
For example, consider how you plan a vacation. You visit the dynamic travel website of your choice and enter
your variable data (when you want to travel, where, whether you need a hotel, flight, or a car).
The site pulls together the appropriate responses from multiple databases, along with related ads, and shows you
the options within a matter of seconds. Not only is this process very heavy in E/W traffic flow because it pulls data from
multiple servers, it is also latency sensitive. If a travel website cannot serve the data to you within a matter of seconds,
you’re likely to go to a competitor.
II.
RESEARCH SCOPE
The focus of this work is on energy-efficient resource management strategies that can be applied on a virtualized
data center by a Cloud provider (e.g. Amazon EC2). The ability to migrate VMs between physical hosts with low
overhead gives flexibility to a resource provider as VMs can be dynamically reallocated according to current resource
requirements and the allocation policy. Idle physical nodes can be switched off to minimize energy consumption [3][8].
In this paper we present a decentralized architecture of the resource management system for Cloud data centers and
propose the development of the following policies for continuous optimization of VM placement:
1. Optimization over multiple system resources at each time frame VMs are reallocated according to current CPU,
RAM and network bandwidth utilization.
2. Network optimization – optimization of virtual network topologies created by intercommunicating VMs. Network
communication between VMs should be observed and considered in reallocation decisions in order to reduce data
transfer overhead and network devices load.
3. Thermal optimization – current temperature of physical nodes is considered in reallocation decisions. The aim is to
avoid ―hot spots‖ by reducing workload of the overheated nodes and thus decrease error-proneness and cooling
system load.
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Fig. 3 Cloud Benefits
A. Research challenges
The key challenges that have to be addressed are:
1. How to reduce functional costs while maintaining vital Quality of Service?
2. How to optimally solve the trade-off between energy savings and delivered performance?
3. How to develop efficient scheduling and scalable algorithms for resource allocation?
4. How to develop comprehensive solution by combing several allocation policies with different objectives?
5. How to save energy by dynamic VMs consolidation?
III.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 4 System Architecture
Let us concentrate on fig 4 encompasses a machine controller and VM controller when the user requesting a new task.
The task arrives in scheduler which is sorted by their deadline .which it will be checks availability in real time machine.
After that real time machines allocate the task else not it will adjusted in vm machine the task are performed.
A. Cloud Service Provider
A cloud provider is a company that offers some component of cloud computing – typically Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS) or Platform as a Service (PaaS) – to other businesses or individuals [3]. A
service provider that offers customers storage or software services available via a private (private cloud) or public
network (cloud) Fig. 5
Usually, it means the storage and software is available for access via the Internet. Cloud computing providers
are notable entities who have verifiably significant production cloud computing service offerings. Cloud Service
Providers offer Powered hybrid, private, and public cloud solutions with stronger service-level agreements (SLAs), better
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customer service, and proven expertise. Configurations range from on-premises, managed cloud to off-premises public
cloud solutions [4]. Cloud Service Providers deliver Powered services to help you deploy IT-as-a-service solutions faster
and gain the financial advantage of greater efficiency, control, and choice.

Fig. 5 Cloud Service Provider
B. Cloud Consumer
A cloud consumer represents a person or organization that maintains a business relationship with, and uses the
service from, a cloud provider. The end-user actually uses the service whether it is software, platform or
infrastructure as a service.

Fig. 6 Business Relationship with User and Service Provider
C. Resource Provisioning System
A Service Level Agreement is an important document that is used to define the level of a service that
exists between a service provider and their customer. The agreement is generally in expressed in a simple language so
that it can be clearly understood by the customer. The document may also include more technical terms for defining the
service. The Service Level Agreement is often part of a wider service contract. A Service Level Agreement can either be
an informal contract between parties or a legally binding contract. The SLA may address several areas including the
availability of the service, the performance of the service, how it will operate, and priorities, responsibilities of involved
parties, guarantees and warranties.
As well as defining key areas, the Service Level Agreement may also specify a level of service, including
targets and a minimum level that can be reached. Some of the common uses for a Service Level Agreement would be for
telecom companies, IT service providers, Internet Service Providers (ISP) and outsourcing. In resource provisioning for
cloud computing, an important issue is how resources may be allocated to an application mix such that the service level
agreements (SLAs) of all applications are met. In this module, we implement scheduler, Real time controller and VM
controller to allocate resources to VM and physical machines.
D. Scheduler
Scheduling refers to the set of policies to control the order of work to be performed by a computer system. There
have been various types of scheduling algorithm existing in distributed computing system, and job scheduling is one of
them [5][8].The main advantage of job scheduling algorithm is to achieve a high performance computing and the best
system throughput. Scheduling manages availability of CPU memory and good scheduling policy gives maximum
utilization of resource. We compared three algorithms Time Shared, Space shred and generalizes priority algorithm. The
scheduler consists of a rolling-horizon, a real-time controller, and a VM controller. The scheduler fig 7 takes tasks from
users and allocates them to different VMs. The rolling-horizon holds both new tasks and waiting tasks to be executed.

Fig. 7 This Figure consists of a Rolling-Horizon,a Real Time Controller
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E. Real Time Controller
The real-time controller determines whether a task in the rolling-horizon can be finished before its deadline. If
not, the real-time controller informs the VM controller, and then the VM controller adds VMs to finish the task within
timing constraint. If no schedule can be found to satisfy the task’s timing requirement although enough VMs have been
added, the task will be rejected. Otherwise, the task will be retained in the rolling-horizon.
F. VM Controller
VMController is a general purpose open source and cross-platform virtual machine controller. At its current
state, VirtualBox is the only supported hypervisor but we plan to support any other hypervisor with exposed APIs like
VMWare, in future. With VMController you can write powerful scripts to control, manage, monitor, operate and
administrate multiple virtual machines using powerful APIs via XMLRPC. The scheduling decision for the tasks in the
rolling-horizon is updated their execution orders, start times, allocated VMs and new active hosts. If no schedule can be
found to satisfy the task’s timing requirement although enough VMs have been added, the task will be rejected.
G. EARH Implementation
The idea to use a rolling horizon approach on supply chain optimization and planning problems has been applied
in different contexts. However, as far as we know it has not been applied for ship scheduling and our type of application
[5]. Even though a rolling time horizon is usually used when uncertainties in data exist, a rolling time horizon is also
applicable to reduce problem size. Where a rolling horizon is used to solve capacitated lot sizing problems, and they
apply a rolling horizon method on a staff scheduling application in a starting phase, followed by an improvement phase
where some time periods are selected and re- optimized. Both a forward and backward rolling horizon method for
scheduling of multipurpose plants A rolling horizon approach is used to optimize a hierarchical planning system. In this
module, we implement rolling-horizon optimization and then integrate an energy-efficient scheduling algorithm. Based
on these concepts we scaling up and scaling down VM to migrate tasks from one VM to another VM.

Fig. 8 EARH
IV.
FILE SYSTEM LAYOUTS
Guarantee Ratio (GR) defined as: GR=Total count of tasks guaranteed to meet their deadlines/Total count of
tasks; Total Energy Consumption (TEC) is: Total energy consumed by hosts. Energy Consumption per Task (ECT)
calculated as: ECT= Total energy consumption/Accepted task count; In this module, we evaluate the performance of the
system using Guarantee Ratio (GR), Total Energy Consumption (TEC), Energy Consumption per Task (ECT) and
Resource Utilization (RU).
A. Contribution
Dynamic scheduling is that the task arrival is uncertain at run time and allocating resources are tedious as
several tasks arrive at the same time. In case of dynamic scheduling information of the task components/task is not
known before hand. Thus execution time of the task may not be known and the allocation of tasks is done on fly as the
application executes Project focus on scheduling periodic and independent real-time tasks. Dynamic approach to create
virtual clusters to deal with the conflict between parallel and serial Tasks. Tasks are dynamically available for scheduling
over time by the scheduler. It is more flexible than static scheduling, to be able of determining run time in advance. It is
more critical to include load balance as a main factor to obtain stable, accurate and efficient scheduler algorithm. a new
energy-aware scheduling method that take into consideration the make span conservation and energy reduction. [9]The
scheduling is devised with measure to identify the degree of task computation efficiency relative to the application
completion time. The degree is used as a utilization value to identify a level of virtue for executing task on processor, and
implied an effectively energy consumption of that processor fig.8. In this approach, the task load is adjusted
automatically without running time prediction. Implement EARH scheduling strategy to provide best tradeoff in task
scheduling. Extend this work to analyze the deadlines and also get ACK for task completion. Dynamic scheduling
algorithms for this scheduling mechanism have been introduced to generate scheduling with the shortest average
execution time of tasks.
V.
CONCLUSIONS
Firstly, we proposed a rolling-horizon scheduling architecture, and then a task oriented energy consumption
model was analyzed and built. On this basis, we presented a novel energy-aware scheduling algorithm named EARH for
real-time tasks, in which a rolling-horizon policy was used to enhance the system’s schedulability. Additionally, the
resource scaling up and resource scaling down strategies were developed and integrated into EARH, which can flexibly
adjust the active hosts’ scale so as to meet the tasks’ real-time requirements and save energy. The EARH algorithm is the
first of its kind reported in the literature; it comprehensively addresses the issue of real-time, schedulability, elasticity,
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and energy saving. To evaluate the effectiveness of our EARH, we conduct extensive simulation experiments to compare
it with other algorithms. The experimental results indicate that EARH can efficiently improve the scheduling quality of
others in different workloads and is suitable for energy aware scheduling in virtualized clouds.
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